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Abstract

The neurodevelopmental consequences of deafness on the functional neuroarchitecture of

the conceptual system have not been intensively investigated so far. Using functional mag-

netic resonance imaging (fMRI), we therefore identified brain areas involved in conceptual

processing in deaf and hearing participants. Conceptual processing was probed by a picto-

rial animacy decision task. Furthermore, brain areas sensitive to observing verbal signs and

to observing non-verbal visual hand actions were identified in deaf participants. In hearing

participants, brain areas responsive to environmental sounds and the observation of visual

hand actions were determined. We found a stronger recruitment of superior and middle tem-

poral cortex in deaf compared to hearing participants during animacy decisions. This region,

which forms auditory cortex in hearing people according to the sound listening task, was

also activated in deaf participants, when they observed sign language, but not when they

observed non-verbal hand actions. These results indicate that conceptual processing in

deaf people more strongly depends on language representations compared to hearing peo-

ple. Furthermore, additionally enhanced activation in visual and motor areas of deaf versus

hearing participants during animacy decisions and a more frequent report of visual and

motor features in the property listing task suggest that the loss of the auditory channel is

partially compensated by an increased importance of visual and motor information for con-

stituting object knowledge. Hence, our results indicate that conceptual processing in deaf

compared to hearing people is more strongly based on the language system, complemented

by an enhanced contribution of the visuo-motor system.

Introduction

Investigations of early onset deafness allow us to study experience-dependent influences on

the neurodevelopment of higher-level cognition functions such as memory and language. In

individuals, who became deaf in early childhood before or during language development and

did not receive cochlear implants, sign language is typically used instead of spoken language.

In this group of deaf people, the neural language system typically used for spoken language in

hearing individuals adapts to sign language [1]. Furthermore, due to the lack of the acoustic

channel, deaf individuals have to rely on vision, action or touch to gain information about

objects and events in the environment [2,3]. These differences in sensory-motor experiences
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between deaf and hearing people, when interacting with the environment, can result in altered

memory traces, which shape the neurodevelopment of higher-level cognition including con-

ceptual representations.

Conceptual representations held in human semantic long-term memory are the basic build-

ing blocks of human cognition, because they constitute the meaning of language and thought

[4,5,6]. They are an important knowledge base for action planning, problem solving and think-

ing [7,8,9,10,11]. We asked whether deafness since early childhood induces plasticity in brain

circuits underlying conceptual representations and thereby influences the way how the world

is conceived in adulthood.

Several earlier studies in deaf people investigated neurodevelopmental changes in sensory

processing [12,13]. Other studies focused on the functional-neuroanatomical reorganization

of higher-level cognitive functions in deaf people such as working memory [14,15] and differ-

ent aspects of language processing [16,17]. With regard to sensory processing, studies in deaf

individuals demonstrated activation in auditory areas encompassing the superior temporal

cortex by visual stimuli [e.g., 12]. In a similar vein, visual working memory tasks (sign lan-

guage or objects) recruited superior temporal areas in deaf individuals [14]. An analog cross-

modal plasticity has also been observed in the visual cortex of the blind [18,19], when they

were stimulated with spared sensory modalities [2].

Cross-modal plasticity found at a neural level can be related to an improved behavioral per-

formance for stimuli in the intact sensory modalities: Blind individuals performed better in

auditory or tactile tasks compared with seeing individuals [18,20]. Likewise, deaf individuals

outperformed hearing individuals in visual motion detection [3].

In addition to cross-modal plasticity during sensory stimulation, neural processing of sign

language in deaf individuals has received much interest [1]. This line of research provides

insights in the neural organization of a language system, which differs from spoken language

with regard to input modality (acoustic vs. visual) and output motor program (speech articula-

tion vs. gesture execution). Despite these differences, sign language activated in deaf signers

similar regions in frontal, temporal and parietal cortex, which were also involved in processing

spoken language in hearing individuals suggesting a correspondence of the neural representa-

tion of the language system in deaf and hearing people [21,22,23]. For instance, phonological

processing of signs activated areas in inferior frontal and superior temporal cortex, which were

also involved in the phonology of spoken language [16,17]. Most importantly, similar to the

observations of cross-modal plasticity described above, sign language activated auditory areas

in the superior temporal gyrus and the adjacent temporal plane [21,22,24]. With regard to

higher-level cognitive functions, neural circuits underlying working memory have been func-

tionally recognized in deaf individuals and also involve posterior aspects of superior temporal

cortex [14]. As posterior superior temporal cortex activation in deaf individuals has been

observed for working memory of both signs and non-signs, Cardin and colleagues [14] sug-

gested that this area plays a specific role for working memory functions in deaf individuals,

irrespective of the verbal or non-verbal format of the stimuli.

As described above, cross-modal reorganization of auditory areas related to visual stimula-

tion, sign language and higher-level cognition such as working memory are well-documented.

However, the neurodevelopmental consequences of deafness on conceptual processing have

not been intensively investigated so far.

Although there is a general agreement with regard to the significance of conceptual knowl-

edge for language and higher-level cognition, the functional and neural representation of con-

cepts is matter of a debate. One class of models postulate an amodal system, where sensory or

action-related inputs are transformed into a common amodal conceptual representation

[25,26,27,28], stored in higher-level heteromodal association cortex. Anterior temporal cortex
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[29] as well as Wernicke’s area in posterior superior temporal and adjacent parietal cortex

[30,31], have been frequently assumed to be the neural basis of an amodal semantic system.

According to amodal theories, the loss of the acoustic channel should not induce neuroplastic

changes of the conceptual system compared with hearing individuals because conceptual

knowledge is assumed to be stored in an amodal format, irrespective of the individual history

of sensory-motor experience during concept acquisition.

In contrast to this classical view of conceptual representations, grounded or embodied cog-

nition models propose close links between conceptual memory on the one hand and the sen-

sory and motor systems on the other hand [11,32]. According to this view, concepts are

mental entities essentially grounded in modality-specific brain areas representing sensory or

action-related information [11,32,33,34,35]. These modality-specific cell assemblies constitut-

ing conceptual representations are thought to be formed during concept acquisition depend-

ing on the specific individual sensory or motor experience [36,37,38]. In variants of these

models, processing in sensory-motor areas, the essential core of the conceptual system, is com-

plemented by processing of verbal associations in language areas within frontal and temporal

cortex [11,39,40] as well as by conceptual integration processes in anterior and posterior tem-

poral cortex [11,41]. As experience-dependent plasticity is an essential feature of grounded

cognition theories, they predict a neural reorganization of the conceptual system in early onset

deaf individuals. The loss of the acoustic channel during concept acquisition should result in a

compensatory engagement of the intact visual and motor systems as well as of the language

system [42].

The notion of a grounding of conceptual representations in modality-specific brain systems

has received empirical support from an increasing number of neuropsychological and brain

imaging studies in hearing individuals (for reviews, see [6,11,32] demonstrating that concep-

tual processing involves sensory and motor areas depending on the relevance of conceptual

features [43,44,45,46,47,48].

Furthermore, training studies with novel objects [37,49,50,51] as well as expertise studies

with real objects [36,38] indicated an activation of cortical cell assemblies in sensory and

motor areas by a conceptual task depending on the specific experience with a given sensory or

motor feature of this object class.

However, challenging grounded cognition theories, studies of conceptual processing in

blind people indicated an organization of the conceptual brain systems comparable to sighted

people [52,53]. Although these findings seem to indicate that the neurodevelopment of the

conceptual system does not require sensory experience, it is well possible that in blindness the

missing visual channel can be adequately compensated in many instances by touch for gaining

information about object form or by audition to infer object motion [2,53]. In deafness, how-

ever, missing experience of object sound can less adequately be derived from intact sensory

channels, with the exception of object motion or sound-induced vibration [2]. Hence, studying

the neural correlates of conceptual processing in deaf people is a highly compelling test for the

neuroplasticity of the conceptual system.

The present research had the goal to compare the functional neuroarchitecture of the con-

ceptual system in adult deaf individuals, who received a hearing loss in early childhood but

never had cochlear implants, and matched hearing participants using functional magnetic res-

onance imaging (fMRI). Participants performed an animacy decision task, which probes con-

ceptual processing with non-verbal visual stimuli and, thus, provides a comparable access to

conceptual knowledge for both deaf and hearing participants. In addition to the neural corre-

lates of conceptual processing, we determined the semantic content of the concepts presented

in the fMRI experiment in deaf and hearing participants using a property listing task after the

scanning session. In particular, the generated features of these concepts were evaluated in both
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participant groups with regard to their reference to the sensory and motor modalities. This

allowed us to assess whether auditory deprivation alters the feature composition constituting

the semantic content of the concepts under investigation.

In order to assess whether functional cortical reorganization in deafness is based on func-

tional properties of the stimuli (e.g., sign language vs. non-verbal hand actions) or stimulus

modality (visual or visuo-motor stimuli in general), we identified in deaf participants brain

areas sensitive to observing verbal signs and to observing non-verbal visual hand actions com-

pared to baseline. This issue is important because an earlier study in deaf participants indicated

that left superior temporal cortex, which is usually involved in auditory and spoken language

processing, is only activated when observers encode hand actions as lexical items of sign lan-

guage, but not when observers encode the same hand actions as purely visuo-motor stimuli

without language relevance [24]. Furthermore, this comparison allows us to determine

whether potentially observed activity in superior temporal areas during animacy decision

relates to language processing (functional-anatomical overlap only with sign language observa-

tion) or to visual or visuo-motor processing in general (functional-anatomical overlap with

both sign language and action observation).

In hearing participants, brain areas responsive to environmental sounds and observation of

visual hand actions were identified. Contrasting listening to sounds against baseline allowed us

to determine auditory brain areas in hearing participants as a comparison to reveal functional

reorganization of auditory brain areas in deaf participants. Action observation against baseline

reveals the brain systems involved in non-verbal visuo-motor processing as described above.

By relating brain activation of the animacy decision task to that of sign language observation,

action observation or sound listening in both deaf and hearing participants, respectively, we

are able to assess cortical reorganization and to isolate contributions of sensory-motor and lan-

guage areas to conceptual processing in deaf people.

We expected that early onset deafness induces plastic alterations in the functional-neuroa-

natomcial organization of the conceptual system: The lack of auditory information might be

compensated by an increased importance of verbal associations stored in the language systems.

Furthermore, visual and motor channels might be more important for acquiring conceptual

object knowledge in deaf people. Compared to hearing people, we therefore expected that ani-

macy decisions in deaf individuals would activate brain areas involved in sign language pro-

cessing more strongly. Furthermore, based on the assumptions of grounded cognition

theories, the higher relevance of visual and motor information for constituting concepts in

deaf individuals should result in increased activity in the visual and motor brain systems com-

pared to hearing people.

Methods

Participants

Sixteen prelingually deaf participants (deafness at the mean age of 11.38 months, ranging from

0 to 24 months) as well as two participants, who became deaf at the age of three and five years,

respectively, participated in this study (8 females). Their mean age was 43.7, ranging from 33

to 66 years. Except for two, all deaf participants were right-handed (according to [54]). All of

them had hearing parents. Deafness was mostly caused by meningitis or by unknown factors,

rarely by otitis media, oxygen deficiency or pertussis. Importantly, none of our deaf partici-

pants had ever had received cochlear implants. All deaf participants reported that German

sign language (GSL) is their native language. They attended residential schools for deaf, where

they used GSL as their primary language for communication. GSL was also the primary lan-

guage in sports and other leisure activities according to self-reports. Deaf participants learned
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spoken language at different times in their life (mean age 4.32 years ranging from 0 (meaning

with beginning of language acquisition) to 14 years). Deaf participants either completed high

school (n = 8), junior high school (n = 8) or advanced technical college (n = 2).

Deaf participants were compared to eighteen healthy hearing German-speaking volunteers

(8 females) which were matched in terms of gender, age (mean 41.3 years, ranging from 19 to

68), handedness, educational background (school graduation hearing: high school (n = 6),

junior high school (n = 11), advanced technical college (n = 1); years of education: hearing 13,

deaf 14.72) and non-verbal intelligence as assessed with subtest 3 of the Performance Test Sys-

tem developed by Horn [55] (LPS-Score hearing 26.72, deaf 25.78). All participants, deaf and

hearing, had normal or corrected-to normal visual acuity and were free from neurological or

psychiatric disorders. Hearing participants had normal hearing acuity according to self-report.

All participants gave written informed consent. The procedures of the study have been

approved by the Ethical Committee of Ulm University. All experiments were performed in

accordance with relevant guidelines and regulations. Subjects were paid for participation. In

all sessions with deaf participants, a sign language interpreter as well as a deaf research assis-

tant were present in order to facilitate communication.

Stimuli and procedure—Animacy decision task (experiment 1)

Stimuli in the animacy decision task were 120 pictures of living and non-living objects with

differential relevance of acoustic features (e.g., living: rooster/ant, non-living: helicopter/com-

pass). Stimuli denoted well-known common objects, which could be referred to by a sign in

GSL. The colored objects (8 bit) were inscribed into a grey colored square of 220 × 220 pixels

in order to equate their maximal extension. Pictures were presented for 400 ms in randomized

fashion (event-related design) intermixed with trials in which just a blank screen was shown

(null events), preceded by 500 ms fixation cross. For each stimulus, subjects had to decide

whether the object shown on the picture is living or non-living giving their response with a

button press within a time window of 1400 ms before the next trial started. The mean intertrial

interval (ITI) was 5.6 s varying randomly between 2.8 and 8.4 s. Stimuli were randomly pre-

sented within 2 blocks (duration 11 min.) of 60 trials each (plus 15 null events in each block

and 4 practice trials before the first block). Thus, trial sequence was different for each partici-

pant across and within blocks. In total 611 functional volumes were acquired.

Stimuli and procedure—Sign language observation (experiment 2, deaf

subjects only)

Sign language observation served to determine areas sensitive to sign language in deaf partici-

pants. It allowed us to assess whether areas involved in auditory processing in hearing participants

were recruited by visual signs in deaf people, thereby exhibiting cross-modal plasticity [12,13]. For

that reason, sign language observation was only administered to deaf participants. Deaf partici-

pants were visually presented with 20 videos of signs lexicalized in GSL (3440 ms duration). Vid-

eos show our deaf research assistant signing those signs, which denote common everyday objects.

Stimuli were presented in 4 blocks (block design) with a duration of 24 s each (5 stimuli per block

with a mean interstimulus interval (ISI) of 1360 ms randomly varying between 760 and 1960 ms)

alternated by fixation baseline blocks of equal duration. Participants were instructed to ether

attentively watch the signs or the fixation cross (during the baseline condition), respectively. Sign

language observation as well as action observation and sound listening (see below) were passive

viewing tasks in order to avoid response-related motor activation. The four sign language blocks

were repeated four times. The experimental session began and ended with a fixation baseline

block. In total 396 functional volumes were acquired in 13 min.

Conceptual brain system after deafness in early childhood
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Stimuli and procedure—Action observation (experiment 3)

Action observation was used to determine brain areas involved in the processing of non-verbal

hand actions in deaf and hearing participants. Specifically in deaf participants, we could assess

whether non-verbal hand actions and sign language, which is based on hand actions to express

lexical items, involve the same or a different neural substrate. Stimuli were eight action movies

(2 s duration) randomly presented twice in each of 3 blocks (block design with a block dura-

tion of 110 s, mean ISI of 4250 ms randomly varying between 2500 and 6000 ms). The stimuli

were drawn from an earlier study [56] and showed hands performing an action with an unseen

object in front of a black background (the object itself was always removed from the video).

During video recording, the actor wore black clothing and performed the action in interaction

with real objects in order to ensure that the dynamics of the action were correct. Objects were

painted black or covered in black cloth. The hands, which performed the action, were subse-

quently segmented from the unwanted parts of the scene (actor, object and background). As

this action observation experiment was adopted from an earlier study [56], the actor was

another one as in the sign language observation experiment. The following eight action catego-

ries were presented as movies: 1) screwing with a screwdriver, 2) pounding with a hammer, 3)

ironing with an electric iron, 4) typing on a computer keyboard, 5) rolling out with a rolling

pin, 6) sweeping with a dustpan, 7) stapling with a stapler and 8) carrying a toolbox. The action

observation condition alternated with a fixation baseline condition with equal duration. The

experimental session began and ended with a fixation baseline block. Deaf as well as hearing

participants were instructed to attentively watch the movies or the fixation cross during the

baseline condition. In total 385 functional volumes were acquired within 13 minutes.

Stimuli and procedure—Sound listening (experiment 4, hearing subjects

only)

Listening to sounds allowed us to determine auditory brain areas in hearing participants as a

comparison to reveal functional reorganization of auditory brain areas in deaf participants.

Ten real sounds from animals (e.g. dogbark) and 10 real sounds from artifactual objects (e.g.

helicopter) were used as acoustic stimuli. All acoustic stimuli were adopted from an earlier

study [44]. They had a mean duration of 1468 ms (varying between 1050 and 1980 ms, includ-

ing rise and fall time) and were presented binaurally via closed headphones. All sounds were

presented in blocks (block design) with a duration of 24 s each (10 stimuli per block with a

mean ISI of 932 ms randomly varying between 383 and 1481 ms). Each acoustic stimulation

block was preceded and followed by a resting block (baseline) of equal duration in which only

a fixation cross was shown. The acoustic stimulation blocks were presented four times in ran-

domized order. Participants’ task was to attentively listen to the acoustic stimuli while keeping

their eyes closed during the whole task. Altogether, 204 functional volumes were acquired

within 7 minutes. Due to technical problems with the headphones, five participants did not

hear any sounds and thus had to be excluded from statistical analyses in this task.

Stimuli and procedure—Property listing task (experiment 5)

In this last experiment outside the scanner, participants were presented with written lists of

names denoting the objects shown as pictures in experiment 1. We used written names instead

of pictures in the property listing task so that participants could not infer visual features

directly from the picture. Furthermore, due to the perceptual presence of visual object features,

pictures could have induced a bias towards listing predominantly visual features so that fea-

tures from other modalities such as audition, touch or action would have been neglected.

Conceptual brain system after deafness in early childhood
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Participants were asked to write down properties they spontaneously associate with. There was

no time pressure for the responses, in order to account for the potentially poorer writing skills

in the deaf participants. As our deaf research assistant found a written response feasible for the

deaf participants, we decided to record written responses and not a signed response in deaf

participants for three reasons: (i) We wanted to keep response mode and the entire situation

comparable to the hearing participants. (ii) Recording a signed response by the sign interpreter

or deaf research assistant would involve a social interaction component potentially biasing

results. (iii) Video recording of the signed response for later analyses could distract deaf partic-

ipants from the task. Each property was classified according to its conceptual feature type

using a coding scheme: Sensorimotor features were defined as visual, acoustic, motor (self-exe-

cuted action), motion-related (observing), tactile, olfactory and gustatory properties, which

describe the concept (e.g., cow: has brown fur, moos, can be patted, wags its tail, has bristly

fur, smells, delivers tasty milk, respectively). Internal states and emotions were defined as

properties that reflect internal cognitive processes or emotional evaluations (e.g., cow: is capri-

cious, beautiful, scary). General associations were defined as properties that are only themati-

cally or symbolically related with the concept (e.g., cow: Alps). Categorical terms were defined

as superordinate category labels which can be applied to the target concept (e.g., cow: is an ani-

mal, a ruminant, female). In order to test the reliability of the coding scheme, two independent

judges classified properties of the same set of concepts yielding an inter-rater-reliability of

76.79%. For statistical analysis, we first calculated the relative frequency for each feature type

per concept within each subject. (For instance, a participant reported four properties for a spe-

cific concept: two visual features, one general association and one a categorical term. Thus, the

relative frequency for visual features was 2/4 = 0.5, for general associations and categorical

terms 1/4 = 0.25, each.) In a second step, relative frequencies for each feature type were aver-

aged across all subjects.

FMRI data acquisition and analysis

Magnetic resonance imaging was performed on a 3.0 Tesla MR system (Siemens Allegra,

Erlangen, Germany). For the functional scans, a T2�-weighted single-shot gradient-echo EPI

sequence (TE = 38 ms, TR = 2000 ms, flip angle = 90˚, matrix 64 x 64 pixels, field of view 210 x

210 mm2, voxel size 3.3 x 3.3 x 4.5 mm3) was used. Starting from the bottom of the brain, 30

transversal slices were acquired in interleaved order. Slice orientation was parallel to a line

connecting the base of the frontal and the occipital lobes. Image processing and data analyses

were performed with SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Imaging Neuroscience) running under

Matlab 2009b (MathWorks, Inc., Natick, MA). Visual and acoustic stimuli were delivered

through MR-compatible video goggles and head phones, respectively (Resonance Technology,

Los Angeles, U.S.A.). Functionality of the video and sound equipment was checked prior to

each experimental session. Experimental control and data acquisition was performed by the

ERTS software package (Berisoft, Frankfurt, Germany), except for action observation (Presen-

tation, Neurobehavioral Sytems Inc., Albany, USA). Structural images were acquired with

T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence (TR = 2300 ms; TE = 3.9 ms; flip angle = 12˚; matrix 256 x

256 pixels, FOV = 256 x 256 mm2, voxel size 1 x 1 x 1 mm3).

Functional images were corrected for differences in slice-timing and head motion and spa-

tially realigned to the mean volume of each session. The realigned images from the animacy

decision task (exp. 1) were then normalized to standard MNI space (re-sampled voxel size: 2 x

2 x 2 mm3) using DARTEL [57] and smoothed with a 6 mm FWHM isotropic Gaussian ker-

nel. Images from sign language and action observation as well as from sound listening (exp. 2–

4) were normalized to MNI reference brain and smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel
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of 8 mm FWHM. A temporal high-pass filter with cutoff frequency 1/128 Hz was applied in all

experiments.

Statistical analyses were performed at two levels: At the first level, single-subject fMRI

responses were modeled by a design matrix comprised of the experimental conditions and the

six motion parameters from the realignment procedure convolved with the canonical hemody-

namic response function. To allow for inferences at the population level, second-level analyses

considered the contrast images of all subjects and treated subjects as random effect per group.

In the animacy decision task (exp. 1), the first level analysis comprised the four experimental

conditions living versus non-living x high versus low acoustic feature relevance for both

groups (deaf vs. hearing). Error and practice trials were modeled as regressors of no interest.

We conducted a preliminary fMRI analysis for the animacy decision task, which included the

factor acoustic feature relevance. This analysis revealed in hearing participants significantly

increased brain activation in temporal cortex related to acoustic feature relevance as expected

(peak activation at -46–56 20 mm (MNI coordinates), p< 0.001 uncorrected). However, in

deaf participants the animacy decision task elicited strong activation in temporal cortex inde-

pendent of feature relevance as also the final analyses reveals. Due to this pronounced activa-

tion pattern in temporal cortex of deaf participants during the animacy decision task, all

between-group comparisons as a function of feature type yielded more activation in deaf than

in hearing participants, thereby concealing the subtle feature-specific differences in the hearing

group. As analyses of reaction times or error rates in the animacy decision task also did not

reveal any interaction between the factors acoustic feature relevance and group, we decided to

exclude this factor in the final behavioral and fMRI analyses for the sake of conciseness and

simplicity. As our main interest concerned the comparison between hearing and deaf partici-

pants in general, we thus contrasted the main effect of all conditions in deaf versus hearing

subjects in a two-sample t test for second-level analysis. For sign language/action observation

and sound listening (exp. 2–4), stimulation blocks (exp. 2: signs; exp. 3: action movies; exp. 4:

sounds) were used as experimental condition in the first-level analyses. Resulting contrast

images (against baseline) were then subjected to one sample t-tests at the second level. All

within-group comparisons (against baseline) were thresholded at a significance level of

p< 0.05, corrected for multiple comparisons across the entire brain (family wise error, FWE).

For differential effects between groups, effect sizes are naturally smaller than the comparisons

against baseline. Therefore, comparisons between groups were thresholded at a more lenient

significance level of p< 0.001 uncorrected for multiple comparisons. In addition, we report

which cluster and voxel are also significant at a threshold of p< 0.05 FWE-corrected for multi-

ple comparisons. We performed several analyses using activation during sign language/action

observation and sound listening as inclusive or exclusive masks, respectively, to determine the

functional overlap between tasks. For inclusive masking, we saved results of the three main

contrasts watching GSL signs, watching actions and listen to sounds versus baseline as images,

respectively, and used them as masks (or templates) in region of interest (ROI) analyses for the

task in question (e.g., animacy decision). Hence, in inclusive masking, the masks were com-

prised of significant voxels for sign language/action observation or sound listening. As a conse-

quence, inclusive masking analyses yielded only suprathreshold voxels for a given task, which

also spatially overlap with the mask, i.e. which also show suprathreshold activation for sign lan-

guage/action observation or sound listening. For exclusive masking, which was performed for

sign language and action observation as masks, we saved the results of the main contrast

watching signs/actions versus baseline as images and created negative images. These negative

images were only comprised of voxels, which were not significant (i.e. not included) for sign

language or action observation, respectively. These negative images were then used as masks

for the ROI analyses for the task in question.
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Results

We first report the results of the property listing task (originally administered to the partici-

pants after the scanning session) before going into detail on the fMRI experiments. In the last

section, we describe the functional overlap across tasks using inclusive and exclusive masking

analyses.

Property listing task (experiment 5)

Overall, participants listed about two properties per concept on average. Although the differ-

ence was small, hearing participants listed significantly more properties than deaf participants

(2.5 vs. 2.0 properties, t(34) = 2.07, p = .046). Despite these slight differences, this observation

demonstrates that deaf participants appropriately performed the task. All participants reported

properties related to sensorimotor features most frequently followed by general associations

and categorical terms or internal states and emotions, respectively (Table 1). Within the senso-

rimotor features, deaf as well as hearing subjects listed visual features most frequently followed

by motor and acoustic features. All other sensorimotor features (motion-related, tactile, olfac-

tory and gustatory) were reported rarely.

In order to identify differences between groups, we first analyzed in a mixed design analysis

of variance (ANOVA) with the between-subject factor group (deaf vs. hearing) and the within-

subject factor feature type relative frequency of listings of sensorimotor features, internal states

and emotions, general associations and categorical terms. This analysis revealed a significant

main effect of feature type (F(3,102) = 119.10; p< 0.0001) which is based on significant global

differences between all feature types (Newman-Keuls tests all p< 0.001), except for internal

states and emotions versus categorical terms (p = 0.26). The analysis also revealed a significant

interaction between group and feature type (F(3,102) = 15.64; p< 0.0001): According to New-

man-Keuls tests, deaf compared to hearing subjects reported sensorimotor features with a sig-

nificantly higher relative frequency, but general associations with a significantly lower relative

frequency (both p< 0.001). Relative frequency of internal states and emotions and categorical

terms were comparable for deaf and hearing participants (both p> 0.1). The second ANOVA

comparing the different sensorimotor features in detail also revealed a significant main effect

of feature type (F(6,204) = 165.29; p< 0.0001) and a significant interaction between group

and feature type (F(6,204) = 6.58; p< 0.0001). The interaction was further explored with

Table 1. Relative frequency and standard deviation (SD) for each feature type listed in the property listing task

for deaf and hearing participants, respectively.

feature deaf (SD) hearing (SD) p

sensorimotor features 0.56 (0.13) 0.45 (0.10) < 0.001

visual 0.32 (0.12) 0.26 (0.08) < 0.0001

acoustic 0.04 (0.03) 0.08 (0.04) 0.03

motor 0.14 (0.07) 0.06 (0.04) < 0.0001

motion-related 0.04 (0.03) 0.02 (0.02) 0.28

tactile 0.02 (0.02) 0.02 (0.02) 0.83

olfactory 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.00) 1.00

gustatory 0.00 (0.00) 0.00 (0.01) 1.00

internal states and emotions 0.04 (0.04) 0.10 (0.10) 0.15

general associations 0.15 (0.09) 0.36 (0.09) < 0.001

categorical terms 0.13 (0.11) 0.07 (0.07) 0.19

P values result from post-hoc Newman-Keuls tests of the significant interactions between group (deaf vs. hearing)

and feature.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.t001
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Newman-Keuls tests: Deaf participants reported visual and motor features with a higher rela-

tive frequency than hearing participants (both p< 0.0001), but acoustic features with a lower

relative frequency (p< 0.05). Motion-related, tactile, olfactory and gustatory features were

comparable across groups (all p> 0.1).

Animacy decision task (fMRI experiment 1)

Reaction times (RT) and error rates (ER) in the animacy decision task were subjected to sepa-

rate mixed design ANOVAs with the between-subject factor group (deaf vs. hearing) and the

within-subject factor category (living vs. non-living). Analysis of RT data (mean deaf: 693 ms

(SD 174 ms); mean hearing: 634 ms (SD 108 ms)) revealed no significant main effect of group

(F(1,34) = 1.49, p = 0.23), but a significant main effect of category (F(1,34) = 17.76, p< 0.001).

All participants were significantly faster responding to pictures of living compared to non-liv-

ing objects (deaf: living 684 ms (SD 171 ms), non-living 702 ms (SD 182 ms); hearing: living

612 ms (SD 104 ms), non-living 656 ms (SD 111 ms)). Thus, general RT performance was sim-

ilar across groups. Analysis of ER (deaf: living 2.69% (SD 2.37%), non-living 1.11% (SD

1.51%), overall 1.90% (SD 2.11%); hearing: living 2.13% (SD 3.01%), non-living 3.70% (SD

4.80), overall 2.92% (SD 4.03%)) yielded neither a significant main effect of group (F(1,34) =

1.24, p = 0.27) nor of category (F(1,34) < 0.001, p = 1.00), but a significant interaction between

both factors (F(1,34) = 9.11, p< 0.005). Post-hoc Newman-Keuls tests, however, revealed no

significant differences within or across groups.

Statistical analysis of the fMRI data revealed significantly increased brain activation during

the animacy decision task compared to baseline in deaf as well as in hearing subjects in wide-

spread parts of the brain involving temporal, occipital, frontal and parietal cortical regions as

well as subcortical structures (thalamus, basal ganglia and hippocampus) and the cerebellum

(for a detailed overview, see S1 Table). Our main interest, however, concerned differential

effects between deaf and hearing subjects (Fig 1, Table 2): Comparing brain activity of hearing

versus deaf participants did not reveal any suprathreshold voxels. However, in deaf versus hear-

ing participants, the MR signal was significantly increased within temporal (bilateral superior/

middle temporal gyrus, BA 22/21/48), occipital (bilateral lingual gyrus as well as bilateral calcar-

ine sulcus and left cuneus, BA 18/19), frontal (right precentral gyrus, BA 4/6 and right pars

opercularis, BA 44) and parietal brain regions (right postcentral gyrus, BA 3) as well as within

vermis and left cerebellum. Increased activation in the superior and middle temporal cluster in

deaf compared to hearing participants remained significant at a more restrictive statistical

threshold of p< 0.05 FWE-corrected for multiple comparisons. Increased activity in the occipi-

tal cluster also remained significant at a threshold of p< 0.05 FWE-corrected. Thus, in deaf par-

ticipants animacy decision was robustly associated with increased activity in temporal cortex as

well as within parts of the visual system (occipital cortex). Activity differences in motor brain

regions (frontal and parietal cortex) were also found, but at a more lenient significance level.

Activity to sign language in deaf participants (fMRI experiment 2)

When viewing movies of lexical GSL signs compared to baseline, deaf participants showed a

significantly increased MR signal within bilateral temporal (superior/middle temporal gyrus,

BA 42/20, 21, 22), bilateral occipital (middle/inferior temporal gyrus, BA 19, 37; superior/mid-

dle/inferior occipital gyrus, BA 17, 18, 19; calcarine sulcus, BA 17/18; lingual gyrus, BA 18/19),

bilateral frontal (bilateral precentral and right middle frontal gyrus as well as left supplemen-

tary motor area, BA 6/8; pars opercularis/triangularis (Broca), BA 44/45) and bilateral parietal

brain regions (superior/inferior parietal gyrus, BA 7/40) as well as within left cerebellum, bilat-

eral hippocampus and right amygdala. (Fig 2, Table 3).
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Activity to action observation in deaf and hearing participants (fMRI

experiment 3)

Deaf and hearing subjects showed significantly increased brain activation during observation

of (non-verbal) hand actions compared to baseline in similar brain regions encompassing

Fig 1. Functional brain activation during the animacy decision task in deaf versus hearing participants (p< 0.001, uncorrected). STG: superior temporal

gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, preCG: precentral gyrus, poCG: postcentral gyrus, LG: lingual gyrus.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.g001
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bilateral fusiform gyrus (inferior/middle temporal and middle occipital gyrus, BA 37), infe-

rior/middle occipital gyrus (BA 19; deaf bilateral, hearing only left-hemispheric), left inferior

frontal gyrus pars opercularis/triangularis (BA 44/45). Deaf subjects additionally activated left

superior temporal and left supramarginal gyrus (BA 42/2). However, contrasting brain activa-

tion during action observation of deaf versus hearing participants and vice versa (p< 0.001

uncorrected) did not reveal any suprathreshold voxels (Fig 3, Table 3).

Activity to sounds in hearing participants (fMRI experiment 4)

Listening to acoustic stimuli compared to baseline significantly increased the MR signal in

hearing participant’s bilateral superior and left middle temporal gyrus corresponding to BA

21, 22 and 48 (Fig 4, Table 3).

Functional overlap across tasks

As superior and middle temporal areas, the auditory cortex in hearing people, might be func-

tionally reorganized in deaf individuals, we performed masking analyses to determine func-

tional overlap of activity within this region across the different tasks employed in our study.

Inclusive masking analyses (Table 4) showed that the same temporal brain region activated

during animacy decision in deaf versus hearing participants (superior/middle temporal gyrus,

BA 21/22) was also activated when they viewed GSL signs compared to baseline (Fig 2). This

Table 2. Activation peaks for differential effects between deaf and hearing subjects in the animacy decision task (activation during animacy decision in deaf vs.

hearing /hearing vs. deaf participants).

Brain region BA MNI coordinates(mm) T PVoxel

uncorr

Cluster

size

PCluster

uncorr

deaf vs. hearing subjects
Middle temporal L 21 -44–18–8 7.14 < 0.0001� 1443 < 0.0001�

Middle temporal L 21 -62–24 2 6.04 < 0.0001�

Superior temporal L 22 -50–6–8 5.93 < 0.0001�

Middle temporal R 21 60–20–6 6.44 < 0.0001� 1697 < 0.0001�

Superior temporal R 22 54–32 8 6.29 < 0.0001�

Superior temporal R 48 50–26 4 6.23 < 0.0001�

Inferior frontal pars opercularis R 44 54 10 28 4.83 < 0.0001 57 0.033

Lingual R 18 14–66–4 4.68 < 0.0001 220 < 0.0001�

Vermis 4–60–4 4.21 < 0.0001

Calcarine L 18 -10–70 22 4.63 < 0.0001 723 < 0.0001�

Cuneus L 18 6–72 22 4.56 < 0.0001

Calcarine R 18 24–62 16 4.54 < 0.0001

Lingual L 19 -18–46 0 4.56 < 0.0001 85 0.012

Postcentral R 3 52–4 32 4.37 < 0.0001 53 0.039

Precentral R 6 42–8 40 3.84 < 0.0001

Lingual L 18 -10–72 0 4.22 < 0.0001 88 0.01

Lingual L 18 -16–66–6 4.18 < 0.0001

Cerebelum L -8–58–6 3.59 0.001

Precentral R 4 18–28 56 4.14 < 0.0001 57 0.033

hearing vs. deaf subjects
No suprathreshold voxels

The statistical threshold was set to p < 0.001 uncorrected for the whole brain (� also PFWE-corrected). Shown are peak voxels with highest t-values for significant clusters

and their local maxima more than 8 mm apart. BA: Brodmann Area, MNI: Montréal Neurological Institute, R: right, L: left. See also S1 Table.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.t002
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temporal region identified in deaf participants was also active in hearing participants when lis-

tening to sounds compared to baseline (Fig 4). In order to determine whether in deaf partici-

pants this temporal brain region was specifically activated for GSL signs, we inclusively

Fig 2. Functional-anatomical overlap between activation during the animacy decision task in deaf versus hearing participants (p< 0.001, uncorrected)

and activity to sign language compared to baseline in deaf participants (p < 0.05, FWE corrected). STG: superior temporal gyrus, MTG: middle temporal

gyrus, preCG: precentral gyrus, poCG: postcentral gyrus, Hippo: hippocampus, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, LG: lingual gyrus, CG: calcarine gyrus, IOG: inferior

occipital gyrus.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.g002
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Table 3. Activation peaks for the three main contrasts watching GSL signs and actions or listen to sounds vs. baseline.

Brain region BA MNI coordinates

(mm)

T PVoxel

FWE-corr

Cluster

size

PCluster

FWE-corr

Sign language observation—deaf subjects
Superior temporal R 42 64–34 16 20.62 < 0.0001 1393 < 0.0001

Middle temporal R 21 56–22–8 13.51 < 0.0001

Middle temporal R 21 54 4–18 13.18 < 0.0001

Middle occipital R 17 24–98 6 19.23 < 0.0001 10122 < 0.0001

Inferior temporal R 19 52–72–2 17.96 < 0.0001
Calcarine L 17 2–86–2 17.32 < 0.0001
Inferior frontal pars opercularis L 44 -48 12 28 17.30 < 0.0001
Superior occipital L 17 -12–104 12 17.14 < 0.0001
Lingual R 18 18–96–8 16.03 < 0.0001
Middle occipital L 18 -32–96–6 16.01 < 0.0001
Inferior temporal R 37 54–66–2 15.93 < 0.0001
Calcarine R 18 10–98–4 15.21 < 0.0001
Calcarine R 17 12–100 2 14.78 < 0.0001
Middle temporal L 37 -56–62 2 14.76 < 0.0001
Inferior occipital L 19 -44–72–14 14.18 < 0.0001
Middle occipital L 19 -48–80 0 13.53 < 0.0001
Inferior occipital R 19 44–74–12 13.07 < 0.0001
Inferior occipital R 18 28–96–12 13.05 < 0.0001
Middle temporal L 21 -50 0–20 13.04 < 0.0001
Inferior frontal pars triangularis L 45 -52 36 12 12.75 < 0.0001
Cerebellum L -42–58–24 12.60 < 0.0001
Middle temporal L 20 -58–24–12 12.55 < 0.0001
Middle temporal L 22 -58–4–12 12.28 < 0.0001
Precentral L 6 -46 0 56 11.79 < 0.0001
Lingual L 19 -36–88–16 11.58 < 0.0001
Inferior frontal pars triangularis R 45 52 42 18 15.27 < 0.0001 1208 < 0.0001

Inferior frontal pars triangularis R 48 54 18 22 12.00 < 0.0001

Inferior frontal pars triangularis R 48 50 22 16 11.06 < 0.0001

Superior parietal R 7 34–62 58 14.99 < 0.0001 272 < 0.0001

Inferior parietal R 40 40–48 50 9.71 0.002

Hippocampus R 20 22–26–2 14.29 < 0.0001 425 < 0.0001

Hippocampus R 20 28–14–10 8.53 0.008

Supplementary motor area L 6 0 10 60 13.38 < 0.0001 573 < 0.0001

Supplementary motor area L 6 -6 2 66 9.10 0.004

Supplementary motor area L 8 -4 24 52 8.31 0.011

Hippocampus L 20 -20–26–6 12.98 < 0.0001 332 < 0.0001

Middle frontal R 6 44 0 60 10.58 0.001 380 < 0.0001

Middle frontal R 6 50 6 54 10.39 0.001

Precentral R 6 48 8 42 9.55 0.002

Inferior parietal L 40 -40–46 54 9.68 0.002 145 < 0.0001

Hippocampus R 35 16–6 54 9.21 0.003 42 < 0.0001

Amygdala R 34 22 0–18 8.20 0.012

Action observation–deaf subjects
Middle temporal L 37 -58–62 2 8.69 < 0.0001 537 < 0.0001

Inferior occipital L 19 -44–76–2 6.42 0.003

Inferior temporal R 37 56–62–2 7.99 < 0.0001 564 < 0.0001

(Continued)
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masked activity to sign language versus baseline in deaf participants with activity during (non-

verbal) action observation versus baseline in deaf participants (Fig 3 and Table 4). Masking

analysis revealed overlapping brain activation mainly within occipital brain regions (BA 19),

inferior frontal gyrus pars opercularis (BA 44) and inferior/middle temporal gyrus (BA 37),

but not within superior and middle temporal gyrus (BA 21, 22). The specificity of superior and

middle temporal brain activation in deaf people was additionally confirmed by exclusively

masking activity to sign language versus baseline in deaf participants with activity during

action observation versus baseline in deaf (S2 Table). Exclusive masking showed that superior

and middle temporal gyrus is specifically active in deaf participants during viewing GSL signs,

but not during non-verbal action observation. Exclusive masking activity of deaf versus hear-

ing participants in the animacy decision task with activity to sign language compared to base-

line in deaf subjects revealed clusters in left middle temporal and right superior temporal

gyrus as well as in occipital (bilateral lingual gyrus, bilateral calcarine sulcus and left cuneus,

BA 18/19) and in frontal areas (right precentral gyrus, BA 4/6 and right pars opercularis, BA

44) to be specifically activated in the animacy decision task (S2 Table). This shows that, within

deaf people‘s temporal cortex, more medial aspects within the temporal plane were only acti-

vated during animacy decision, whereas overlapping activity with sign language observation

was confined to lateral temporal cortex. Furthermore, activation in occipital areas and in fron-

tal areas was specific for the conceptual animacy decision task. However, in particular these

activation differences within temporal cortex are difficult to interpret due to the different task

demands in the animacy decision task and sign language observation.

Table 3. (Continued)

Brain region BA MNI coordinates

(mm)

T PVoxel

FWE-corr

Cluster

size

PCluster

FWE-corr

Inferior occipital R 19 48–74–12 5.93 0.012

Superior temporal L 42 -60–36 22 6.50 0.003 119 < 0.0001

Supramarginal L 2 -64–30 38 5.38 0.045

Inferior frontal pars opercularis L 44 -48 10 22 5.91 0.012 30 0.006

Action observation–hearing subjects
Middle occipital L 37 -36–68 2 8.12 < 0.0001 710 < 0.0001

Fusiform L 37 -46–56–18 7.17 0.001

Middle temporal L 37 -52–66 4 6.93 0.001

Middle temporal R 37 44–68–2 7.28 < 0.0001 525 < 0.0001

Middle occipital R 19 50–78 2 6.72 0.002

Inferior occipital R 19 46–74–12 6.32 0.004

Inferior frontal pars opercularis L 44 -52 10 20 5.91 0.012 48 0.002

Inferior frontal pars triangularis L 45 -50 34 6 5.83 0.015 53 0.002

Sound listening—hearing subjects
Middle temporal L 22 -62–18 2 13.00 0.002 190 < 0.0001

Superior temporal L 22 -60–6–4 12.44 0.003

Middle temporal L 48 -50–22 2 12.05 0.004

Superior temporal R 21 62–28 2 12.50 0.003 76 < 0.0001

Superior temporal R 21 48–30 4 9.75 0.031

Superior temporal R 22 60–12 2 10.80 0.014 37 < 0.0001

The statistical threshold was set to p < 0.05, FWE corrected for the whole brain (cluster size� 30 voxel). Shown are peak voxels with highest t-values for significant

clusters and their local maxima more than 8 mm apart. For clusters comprising more than 10000 voxels embedded local maxima more than 4 mm apart are listed (italic)

in order to give a better overview of the involved brain regions. BA: Brodmann Area, MNI: Montréal Neurological Institute, R: right, L: left.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.t003
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Discussion

The present study indicated neuro-plastic changes in the conceptual system of early onset deaf

individuals: Compared with hearing participants, conceptual processing during the animacy

Fig 3. Functional-anatomical overlap between activity to sign language compared to baseline in deaf participants (p< 0.05, FWE corrected) and activity to

action observation compared to baseline in deaf participants (p< 0.05, FWE corrected). MOG: middle occipital gyrus, IOG: inferior occipital gyrus, ITG:

inferior temporal gyrus, STG: superior temporal gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, preCG: precentral gyrus, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, Hippo: hippocampus,

CG: calcarine gyrus.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.g003
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decision task in deaf individuals more strongly activated superior and middle temporal gyri. In

hearing people, this region compasses auditory cortex [58] as also shown by the anatomical

overlap with the activation pattern of the sound listening experiment in this participant group.

Fig 4. Functional-anatomical overlap between activation during the animacy decision task in deaf versus hearing participants (p< 0.001, uncorrected) and

activity to sounds versus baseline in hearing participants (p< 0.05, FWE corrected). A juxtaposition of the activation pattern in deaf vs. hearing participants in

the conceptual task with the activation pattern for sound listening vs. baseline in hearing participants reveals an overlap in superior and middle temporal gyrus. This

indicates neuroplastic changes in auditory brain areas of deaf participants. STG: superior temporal gyrus, MTG: middle temporal gyrus, preCG: precentral gyrus,

poCG: postcentral gyrus, IFG: inferior frontal gyrus, LG: lingual gyrus.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.g004
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In deaf individuals, temporal cortex was not only involved during animacy decision, but was

also recruited by viewing lexical GSL signs. In line with earlier studies [1,21,22,23,24], our find-

ings indicate a functional reorganization of auditory cortex in deaf people, which becomes sen-

sitive to sign language instead of spoken language.

In line with earlier work [24], our results also show that these neural circuits in temporal

cortex of deaf individuals activated by animacy decision and sign language were not generally

responsive to visual or visuo-motor processing, because viewing non-verbal hand actions

mainly elicited activity outside temporal cortex in occipto-parietal and frontal areas, quite

comparable to hearing individuals. Observing hand actions activated in deaf participants only

a small cluster in right superior temporal cortex (BA 42), indicative of some general cross-

modal plasticity [12,24]. However, this cluster failed to reach significance in the direct compar-

ison with hearing participants. Although the actor in the video of the action observation exper-

iment was different from the actor in the video of the sign language observation experiment, it

is difficult to explain why such comparably subtle changes in the visual stimulation would pro-

duce these pronounced differences in brain activation. In comparison, the entirely different

stimulation in the animacy decision task (static pictures of common objects) yielded an over-

lapping activation with sign language observation in temporal cortex. For that reason, it is

appropriate to assume that the type of processing (verbal vs. non-verbal) is the relevant factor

for obtaining superior temporal activation in deaf participants and not perceptual aspects of

the visual stimuli themselves.

Table 4. Inclusive masking analyses.

Brain region BA MNI coordinates (mm) T PVoxel

FWE-corr

Cluster size PCluster

FWE-corr

Contrast deaf vs. hearing in the animacy decision task inclusively masked with activity to sounds vs. baseline in hearing subjects
Superior temporal R 22 50–28 4 6.16 < 0.0001 62 0.001

Superior temporal R 21 62–28 2 5.49 < 0.0001

Superior temporal L 22 -50–6–8 5.93 < 0.0001 37 0.004

Superior temporal L 48 -56–10–4 3.97 0.015

Middle temporal L 21 -58–22–4 5.59 < 0.0001 87 < 0.0001

Middle temporal L 21 -48–26 0 4.66 < 0.0001

Contrast deaf vs. hearing in the animacy decision task inclusively masked with activity to sign language vs. baseline in deaf subjects
Middle temporal R 21 60–20–6 6.44 0.001 539 < 0.0001

Middle temporal R 21 62–34 4 6.14 0.002

Superior temporal R 21 52 0–12 5.97 0.003

Middle temporal L 21 -62–24 2 6.04 0.003 428 < 0.0001

Superior temporal L 21 -50–6–10 5.50 0.011

Superior temporal L 22 -58–32 12 5.42 0.013

Activity to sign language vs. baseline in deaf subjects inclusively masked with activity to action observation vs. baseline in deaf subjects
Inferior temporal R 37 52–72–2 17.96 < 0.0001 562 < 0.0001

Inferior occipital R 19 46–74–12 12.86 < 0.0001

Middle temporal L 37 -56–62 2 14.76 < 0.0001 536 < 0.0001

Middle occipital L 19 -48–80 0 13.53 < 0.0001

Inferior occipital L 19 -46–74–12 12.24 < 0.0001

Inferior frontal pars opercularis L 44 -50 12 24 13.33 < 0.0001 30 0.008

Superior temporal L 42 -62–38 18 10.17 < 0.0001 85 0.001

P-values at voxel and cluster level are FWE corrected. Shown are peak voxels with highest t-values for significant clusters and their local maxima more than 8 mm apart.

BA: Brodmann Area, MNI: Montréal Neurological Institute, R: right, L: left. See also S2 Table.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0198894.t004
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If greater temporal cortex activation in the deaf than in the hearing group reflected distrac-

tion of hearing individuals originating from the perception of scanner noise, which was absent

in deaf participants, comparable group differences in brain activity should also be found for

action observation. However, brain activity during action observation was comparable for deaf

and hearing participants. Furthermore, when considering the activity pattern within the deaf

group, activity in left superior and middle temporal cortex, a prominent activation focus dur-

ing the conceptual task and sign language observation, was entirely absent in action observa-

tion. These two observations rule out the possibility that group differences were simply driven

by the perception of scanner noise in hearing participants and its absence in deaf participants.

We therefore assume that the considerable overlap of activity within superior and middle

temporal cortex during animacy decision and sign language observation in deaf individuals

indexes a contribution of the language system to conceptual processing. Thus, stronger activa-

tions in deaf compared to hearing individuals in superior and middle temporal gyri most likely

reflect stronger activation of language representations associated with the depicted object, in

order to facilitate animacy decision. As outlined in more detail below, the lack of auditory

information as basis for conceptual knowledge might not be appropriately compensated

through visual or motor channels. Object categorization might thus be supported by elabo-

rated access to verbal associations stored within language areas [39].

It should be mentioned at this point, that, despite that our deaf participants all reported that

GSL is their native language, they did not have signing parents. Thus, it is possible that their

early access to GSL was restricted and that they were delayed in their language development.

Neuro-plastic changes in temporal cortex of deaf participants may thus not only be influenced

by auditory deprivation, but also by language delay (for a discussion see [59]).

Finally, it is noteworthy that superior temporal cortex activation has not only been observed

in deaf individuals during conceptual and language tasks. Posterior superior temporal cortex

activation has been found also during verbal and non-verbal visual working memory tasks

[14]. It is therefore possible that this region plays a general role in various forms of higher-level

cognition in deaf people due to its functional reorganization. Alternatively, superior temporal

cortex activation might reflect language processing relevant for working memory maintenance

of verbal and non-verbal material [14] and for conceptual processing during animacy

decisions.

Additionally to superior and middle temporal areas, animacy decisions in deaf compared to

hearing participants elicited a higher MR signal in visual regions in occipital cortex as well as

in motor regions in frontal and parietal cortex. These neural activations in visual and motor

cortex may relate to cognitive activation of sign language representations [60]. However,

regarding earlier work on the grounded cognition theory [46,61], these regions in visual and

motor cortex presumably code visual and action-related conceptual knowledge, respectively.

The stronger recruitment of visual and motor areas at the neural level was in line with the

more frequent report of visual and motor features in deaf than in hearing participants at the

behavioral level, when reporting object properties. Deaf participants reported properties in

written language, i.e. not in their first language GSL. Although the use of foreign language may

reduce mental imagery [62], it is unlikely that differences in nativeness or language proficiency

have influenced the result pattern in the present property listing task. The property listing task

assesses the semantic content of concepts, but does not necessarily involve imagery [6]. Fur-

thermore, deaf participants produced even more (not less) visual and motor features than

hearing participants indicating that access to sensory-motor knowledge was not generally

incurred in this participant group due to written language task.

Our results suggest an experience-dependent compensatory change in the grounding of

concepts in the sensory and motor systems: The loss of the auditory channel may be partially
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compensated by an increased importance of visual and motor channels for acquiring object

knowledge, in agreement with the documented enhanced sensory performance of deaf people

in the intact modalities [3]. As a consequence, conceptual representations in deaf people may

be more strongly grounded in the visual and motor brain systems compared with hearing peo-

ple. In addition, the use of sign language in verbal communication might have emphasized the

importance of visuo-motor features of concepts in deaf participants because signforms may

readily evoke mental images [63] or may increase the salience of animacy properties [64].

However, we can rule out the possibility that greater visual and motor activation in deaf indi-

viduals during the conceptual animacy decision task simply reflects unspecific cortical reorga-

nization, because comparable group differences were not observed for non-verbal action

observation (see also the discussion above).

Interestingly, deaf participants also reported auditory object properties in the property list-

ing task, albeit less frequently than hearing participants. Obviously, the meaning of these

sound-related words cannot be based on the personal sensory experience of deaf people. The

use of words, whose meaning lack personal sensory experience, is known as ‘verbalism’, and

has been originally described in the blind [42]. This phenomenon indexes in the present con-

text that conceptual processing in deaf people also relies on sound knowledge rooted in verbal

associations. Deaf people may acquire sound-related words associated with objects from mov-

ies or from written texts, in which sound experiences of hearing people are verbally described

[65]. This indicates that conceptual processing in deaf people might be more strongly sup-

ported by the language system compared with hearing people: Although deaf participants

showed an enhanced recruitment of visual and motor regions compared with hearing partici-

pants, the lacking auditory conceptual memory traces might not be appropriately compensated

through visual or motor channels alone and might require elaborated access to verbal associa-

tions stored within language areas [39]. This may include activation of sound words associated

with the objects, in agreement with the above mentioned phenomenon of sound word verbal-

ism [42].

The presently observed experience-dependent neuroplastic changes of the conceptual brain

systems in deaf individuals reveal a conjoint contribution of the language and sensory-motor

brain systems to conceptual processing. Our results strongly support variants of grounded cog-

nition theories, which propose that activation of verbal associations in language areas are com-

plemented by modality-specific processing in sensory-motor areas [11,39,40].

In contrast to our findings in deaf individuals, earlier studies in blind people did not

observe functional plasticity of the conceptual system [52,53]. It has therefore been argued that

the functional neuroarchitecture of the conceptual system does not require sensory experience.

We assume that this discrepancy reflects the fact that deafness results in a more dramatic

change of the interactions with the environment compared with blindness for two reasons: In

deafness, the brain has to adopt to sign language, with quite different physical and linguistic

properties compared with spoken language [22]. This also constrains social interactions with

hearing people. Furthermore, the missing sound experience for gaining object knowledge can-

not be as adequately compensated by other sensory channels as in blindness, because touch

can replace vision for many object attributes such as form or texture [53].

In conclusion, the present study provides important evidence for experience-dependent

plasticity of the conceptual system at the behavioral and neural level. We showed that early

onset deafness induces plastic alterations of the functional neuroanatomy of the conceptual

system: Compared with hearing people, the conceptual system of deaf individuals is more

deeply rooted in the language system, complemented by enhanced grounding in visual and

motor brain regions. This emphasizes the importance of sign language for higher-level cogni-

tion in deaf people. As concepts are the main building blocks of human thought, the present
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findings give insight how experience shapes conceptual brain circuits and thus the way indi-

viduals conceive the world.

Supporting information

S1 Table. Activation peaks for main contrasts in the animacy decision task (activation dur-

ing animacy decision in deaf/hearing subjects vs. baseline). The statistical threshold was set

to p< 0.05 FWE corrected for the whole brain (cluster size� 30 voxel). Shown are peak voxels

with highest t-values for significant clusters and their local maxima more than 8 mm apart.

For clusters comprising more than 10000 voxels embedded local maxima more than 4 mm

apart are listed (grey font) in order to provide a more differentiated characterization of the

activated brain regions. BA: Brodmann Area, MNI: Montréal Neurological Institute, R: right,

L: left.

(DOCX)

S2 Table. Exclusive masking analyses. Shown are peak voxels with highest t-values for signifi-

cant clusters and their local maxima more than 8 mm apart. � p-value also significant for FWE

correction, BA: Brodmann Area, MNI: Montréal Neurological Institute, R: right, L: left.
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